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those of MAP detection, as shown in Fig. 8. We thus conclude that 
BMDA works quite well for different codebook sizes, as long as the 
image is not too coarsely quantized. 
3) Dependence on Image Characteristics: To examine the depen- 
dency of BMDA on image characteristics, the 512 x 512 “peppers” 
image was selected. For the sake of simplicity, and considering that 
only a rough illustration is needed, the “peppers” image is used as 
both the training image and the test image, although it is not realistic 
to do so in practical vector quantizer design. The block size is 4 
x 4 and the codebook size is 512. Fig. 9 shows that BMDA also 
performs quite well on this image. 
Note that the same threshold parameters have been used for 
different channel error rates, different block sizes, different codebook 
sizes and different test images. The results are all quite good. This 
suggests that the BMDA detection scheme is very robust and easy 
to implement. 
V. CONCLUSION 
A boundary-matching-based detection and correction scheme, re- 
ferred to as the BMDA, is proposed here for the recovery of 
erroneously received image vectors over noisy channels. A special 
way to organize a full search VQ codebook for progressive transmis- 
sion is also introduced to facilitate the implementation of the proposed 
BMDA. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme provides 
significantly better performance than an MAP-based scheme over all 
channel error rates. It is also shown that this detection scheme is quite 
robust with respect to the variations of channel error rates, block size, 
and codebook size. Future work will include the addition of channel 
coding (for example, unequal error protection) to the system. 
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New Adaptive Pixel Decimation for 
Block Motion Vector Estimation 
Yui-Lam Chan and Wan-Chi Siu 
Abstruct- A new adaptive technique based on pixel decimation for 
the estimation of motion vector is presented. In a traditional approach, a 
uniform pixel decimation is used. Since part of the pixels in each block do 
not enter into the matching criterion, this approach limits the accuracy of 
the motion vector. In this paper, we select the most representative pixels 
based on image content in each block for the matching criterion. This is 
due to the fact that high activity in the luminance signal such as edges 
and texture mainly contributes to the matching criterion. Our approach 
can compensate the drawback in standard pixel decimation techniques. 
Computer simulations show that this technique is close to the performance 
of the exhaustive search with significant computational reduction. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In video coding applications such as high-definition television 
(HDTV), video conferencing, etc., block motion estimation is being 
widely used [1]-[5]. This approach assumes that the motion field over 
blocks of pixels is treated as a unit and moved as a group. Besides, 
the block motion can be modeled as purely translation. 
For block matching, the present frame is divided into two- 
dimensional small blocks of N x N pixels. Each block in the current 
frame estimates its motion vector by evaluating some matching 
criteria over the blocks in the previous frame and selecting the 
block which yields the closest matching. There are many choices 
[6] for the matching criterion, e.g., mean square error (MSE), mean 
absolute difference (MAD), etc. Among these criteria, the MAD is 
the most popular one because it does not require any multiplication 
and produces similar performance as the MSE. The MAD matching 
criterion for N x N block is given by 
- D < x , I J < D  
where In(i ,  j )  is the intensity of the pixel at location ( i ,  j )  within 
the block in the nth frame and the displacement is (2, y). The motion 
vector is arq,, ,)min MAD (z, y) .  D is the maximum possible 
displacement in the motion vector (2, y) .  
Exhaustive search block matching evaluates the MAD at all 
possible displacements, [ (2D + 1)2], in the search window to find 
the optimal motion vector. This method is computationally very 
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Initial selected pixel 
Fig. 1. The selected pixels of 4 to 1 subsampling. 
TABLE I 
DEFINITIONS OF EACH REGION 
expensive and thus efficient algorithms such as the 2-D-logarithmic 
search [3] ,  three step search [4], conjugate directional search [5 ] ,  etc. 
[6] ,  have been developed to reduce the computational complexity. 
But these methods have the undesirable problem of local minimum. 
Instead of limiting the number of locations to be searched, Koga et 
al. [4] subsamples the pixel block so as to reduce the computational 
complexity. Kummerfeldt et al. [7] uses a field subsampling by a 
factor of 4 : I combined with hybrid coding algorithm. Bierling [8], 
[9] introduced a hierarchical motion vector estimation in which a first 
approximation of motion vector is obtained from low-pass-filtered 
and subsampled image. However, since only a uniform fraction of 
the pixels enters into the matching computation, the use of these 
standard subsampling techniques can seriously affect the accuracy 
of motion vector detection. Thus, Liu and Zaccarin [lo] uses the 
alternating pixel decimation pattern. The subsampling patterns are 
alternated over the locations searched so that all pixels of a block 
contribute to the computation of the motion vector. 
In fact, high activity in the luminance signal such as edges 
and texture mainly contributes to the matching criterion. In this 
paper, most representative pixels are selected instead of uniform 
subsampling. We use the relationships between a pixel and its 
neighbors, thus we can just employ those “main pixels” to represent 
all others. Furthermore, the prediction error compared with the 
uniform subsampling is significantly reduced by a proper selection 
of a subset of pixels. The result i s  very close to the exhaustive 
search without pixel decimation. Furthermore, the performance of our 
algorithm is better than that of Liu and Zaccarin’s [lo] algorithm. 
11. THE NEW PROPOSED ADAPTIVE PIXEL DECIMATION 
In the traditional approach, when matching a block in the current 
frame to a block in a previous frame is considered, every pixel of 
) ! ! ! ! ! ! ! I  
Central  Pixel for Each Region 
(b) 
Fig. 2. Adaptive pixel selection (a) nine selected pixels. (b) The selected 
pixels in (a) are considered as the central pixel for each region, the dotted 
lines indicate the neighbor pixels of respective central pixels in each region. 
the block is employed as the matching Criterion If the block is 
selected as 8 x 8, 64 points need to be compared in the MAD 
matching cntenon. This seems to be too heavy and unnecessary 
Based on the assumption that all pixels within each block move by 
the same amount, there is still a chance that it will not be the true 
motion vector when the MAD gets its minimum In other words, 
if MAD,,, = MAD (50 ,  yo) # 0, there is a chance that although 
MAD (XI, y1) > MAD (50, yo), but (51, y1) might still be the true 
mohon vector. The larger the MAD,,, is, the bigger the chance of 
this situation happemng That is, when more pixels are employed, the 
greater error might possibly occur because of the effect of distortion 
accumulation. If less pixels are used, the value of MAD,,, will get 
smaller in the same case, hence the chance just mentioned will also 
be smaller Koga et al [4] proposed subsampling the original image 
sequence by a factor of two both horizontally and vertically as shown 
in Fig. 1 This approach can reduce the computation by a factor of 
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Fig. 3. MSE produced by algorithm with no pixel decimation, standard 4 to 
1 pixel decimation and the proposed algorithm for "football" sequence with 
(a) 8 x 8 block size and (b) 16 x 16 block size. 
four. But, in this uniform pixel decimation technique, since 314 of the 
pixels in each block do not enter into matching computation regularly, 
it will limit the accuracy of the motion vector. This approach could 
possibly be able to obtain a good estimation of motion when the 
intensity of the block is nearly uniform. However, in the case of high 
activity blocks, some details may be neglected. Thus, it probably 
would introduce excessive prediction error. This paper is based on 
the fact that high activity in spatial domain such as edges and texture 
mainly contributes to the MAD criterion. We can vary the number 
of selected pixels based on the image details. In other words, we 
can use fewer pixels when the block has uniform intensity. But in 
the high activity block, more pixels can be employed for the MAD 
matching criterion. This adaptive approach can reduce the prediction 
error compared with standard pixel decimation. 
A. Description of the Proposed Algorithm 
In our algorithm, we use the relationship between a pixel and its 
neighbors to  select the most representative pixels. The procedure for 
selecting pixels can be described as follows: 
1) Initially, nine pixels are selected as shown in Fig. 2(a). The 
selected pixels are 1(3 i ,  3 j ) ,  for i ,  j = 0,1,2.  
2) The 8 x 8 pixel block is divided into nine regions, depicted in 
Fig. 2(b), and each region has its corresponding central pixel, 
20 40 60 80 1 00 
f rame no. 
(b) 
Fig. 4. MSE produced by algorithm with no pixel decimation, standard 4 to 
1 pixel decimation and the proposed algorithm for "salesman" sequence with 
(a) 8 x 8 block size and (b) 16 x 16 block size. 
II<, the selected pixels in step l), where li is the region 
number. 
In each region, the difference between central pixel, IK, and 
one of its neighbor pixels [the dotted line pixel as shown in 
Fig. 2(b)] is defined as 
where (h ,  k )  is the location of the neighbor pixel in region IC, 
with (h ,  k )  as the displacements from the central pixel. Table I 
gives the definitions for each region. 
In each region, Dj<(h, k )  are arranged in descending order. 
If the maximum value of D K  (h ,  k )  is greater than the threshold 
value, T ,  this pixel is selected and the pixel selection proceeds 
to next step. Otherwise, the pixel selection is stopped. 
If the next maximum value of Dr<(h, k )  is greater than T ,  
the pixel selection proceeds to step 7). Otherwise, the pixel 
selection is stopped. 
If its neighbor pixels, except central pixel, have not already 
selected within each region, this pixel is selected. Otherwise, 
the difference of its intensity between this pixel and the already 
selected neighbor pixel is checked. If the difference is greater 
than T ,  this pixel is selected. The pixel selection can then 
proceed back to step 6). 
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Fig. 5 .  MSE produced by algorithm with no pixel decimation, standard 4 to 
1 pixel decimation and the proposed algorithm for “tennis” sequence with (a) 
8 x 8 block size and (b) 16 x 16 block size. 
We have used block size of 8 x 8 as an example for the description 
of the proposed algorithm, however, the extension of the proposed 
scheme to a large block size, say 16 x 16, is straightforward. 
B. ReJLnement of the Motion Vector 
The motion vector which is obtained from Section 11-A using 
exhaustive search prevents fault estimation due to local minimum 
problem. Though the selected pixels are the most representative in 
the block, not all pixels enter into the matching criterion computation. 
The motion vector obtained can be refined as follows. 
The n motion vectors which have the minimum MAD obtained 
from above are selected. Then, we compute the MAD matching 
criterion for ‘each of the n motion vectors using all pixels. The one 
that has the minimum MAD among n motion vectors is selected as 
the final motion vector. This approach can significantly reduce the 
possibiiity of forming local minima. 
111. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY 
The computational complexity of the pixel decimation algorithm 
is a function of the number of locations searched (S), the number of 
operations per pixel needed to compute the MAD matching criterion 
( K j ,  and the number of selected pixels. If the pixel decimation 
technique is not used, a total of S K N 2  operations are required to 
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Fig. 6. Improvement of the proposed adaptive pixel decimation as compared 
with Liu and Zaccann’s [lo] method for “football” sequence with (a) 8 x 8 
block size and (b) 16 x 16 block size. 
estimate the motion vector of a block size of N x N .  If the standard 
4 to 1 pixel decimation is employed, the number of operations will 
be SK(N’j4). 
In our proposed algorithm, we first select the pixel pattern. There 
are about 52-105 subtractions for pixel pattern selection of each 8 x 8 
block, but these numbers of operations are negligible as compared to 
the computatron required for the MAD matching criterion (for which 
127 additions/subtractions are required for each MAD computation). 
Different blocks have different numbers of selected pixels in the 
proposed algonthm. For the uniform intensity block, the number of 
selected pixels may be nine (less than N2/4j. But, for very high detail 
blocks, the number of selected pixels may be greater than N 2 / 4  So, 
the number of operations is different for different blocks. Let H(z ,  J )  
be the number of selected pixels at block location (i, J )  in the frame. 
The average number of operations of the adaptive pixel decimation 
per block (3‘) is obtained as 
S K N ~  (PINl-1 (LINI-1 
F = -  H ( b  3 )  
p L  z=o J=o 
where P is the number of pixels per line and L is the number of 
lines in the each frame. 
In this approach, the number of operations ( F )  also depends on the 
threshold (7’) selection. If T is decreased, the number of operations 
will be increased and the performance is also better. If the refinement 
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Fig. 7. Improvement of the proposed adaptive pixel decimation as compared 
with Liu and Zaccarin's [lo] method for "salesman" sequence with (a) 8 x 
8 block size and (b) 16 x 16 block size. 
TABLE I1 
MSE PRODUCED, BY DIFFERENT h C o R 1 T H M S  AT 
FRAME NUMBER WITH DIFFERENT BLOCK SIZE 
134.95 120.37 111.94 114.38 
235.82 227.86 200.37 205.07 
17.13 15.15 13.95 15.13 
191.21 155.27 139.46 154.47 
108.88 91.76 83.98 86.14 
24.88 22.19 20.05 20.72 
of motion vector is used, an extra n K [ N 2  - H(z ,  j)] operations per 
block is needed. Since n1<-[N2 - H ( i ,  j ) ]  << F ,  this overhead is 
negligible. 
IV. RESULTS 
A series of computer simulations have been conducted to evaluate 
the performance of the proposed adaptive pixel decimation technique. 
-5 o,.... 20 40 60 80 
frame no. 
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0 20 40 60 80 
frome no. 
(b) 
Fig. 8. Improvement of the proposed adaptive pixel decimation as compared 
with Lin and Zaccarin's [lo] method for "tennis" sequence with (a) 8 x 8 
block size and (b) 16 x 16 block size. 
The image sequences "football," "salesman," and "tennis" have been 
used. The sequences contain translation, zooming-out and both slow 
and fast panning. A maximum allowable displacement ( D )  in the z 
and y directions is eight with block size of 8 x 8 and 16 x 16. 
We compare the algorithms using the prediction error (MSE) of the 
motion-compensated frames. 
In the following comparison, the threshold value (T)  is chosen 
such that the computational complexity of our proposed algorithm 
is the same as the standard 4 to 1 pixel decimation [4]. In other 
words, the computation is reduced by a factor of four as compared 
with the exhaustive search without pixel decimation. The number 
of motion vectors (n) selected in the first stage is chosen as four. 
The predictions errors (MSE) of a standard 4 to 1 pixel decimation 
[4] and that of proposed algorithm with and without refinement of 
motion vector using different block sizes are shown in Figs. 3-5. It 
is seen that our proposed adaptive algorithm i s  significantly better 
than the standard 4 to 1 pixel decimation using different block sizes. 
In Figs. 3-5, the performance of the exhaustive search without pixel 
decimation for different block sizes are also shown. It is seen that the 
proposed algorithm without refinement of motion vector has an MSE 
very close to the exhaustive search without pixel decimation except 
after the 70th frame in "football" sequence for the block size of 8 x 
8. But, the proposed algorithm with refinement of motion vector can 
reduce this error significantly. The proposed algorithm is even slightly 
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better in some frames. It shows that our proposed algorithm can obtain 
better MSE performance when using MAD matching criterion. 
The positive values in y-axis of Figs. 6-8 indicate the improvement 
in MSE of our proposed adaptive pixel decimation algorithm as 
compared with Liu and Zaccarin’s [IO] pixel decimation using 
alternating subsampling patterns in different block size. With an 8 x 
8 block size, nearly all the frames from the proposed adaptive pixel 
decimation are better than that of Liu and Zaccarin’s [lo] approach. 
While, by using a block size of 16 x 16, about 72% of frames 
from proposed algorithm are better than that of Liu and Zaccarin’s 
[IO] approach in the “football” and “tennis” sequences. And, in the 
“salesman” sequence, all the frames of the proposed adaptive pixel 
decimation have improvement as compared with Liu and Zaccarin’s 
[lo] approach. Table I1 shows the MSE of different algorithms with 
different block sizes. The results show that the proposed adaptive 
pixel decimation algorithm is very effective. It is very suitable for 
image sequences which contain edge objects moving in still and 
smooth background because the number of pixels used in the MAD 
criterion depends on the image content. The block which contains 
edge and texture often leads to large MSE. But, our adaptive approach 
uses more pixels to reduce the MSE in these blocks and employs less 
pixel in the smooth block to reduce the computation burden. 
V. CONCLUSION 
A new two-step fast block matching algorithm is proposed to 
compensate the drawback in uniform pixel decimation technique. 
This proposed algorithm uses the relationships between a pixel 
and its neighbors, the most representative pixels are used as the 
matching criterion. This proposed algorithm can reduce the heavy 
computational burden of the exhaustive search without significantly 
increasing the prediction error of the motion-compensated frames. 
This new fast block matching algorithm is significantly better than 
that of standard pixel decimation, and shows improvement compared 
to the famous approach given by Liu and Zaccarin [ lo]. This approach 
can certainly be used as an efficient technique for block matching 
motion vector estimation. 
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A Locally Quadratic Model of the Motion 
Estimation Error Criterion Function 
and Its Application to Subpixel Interpolations 
Xiaoming Li and Cesar Gonzales 
Abstract-It is observed that around the optimum point of the motion 
estimation process the error criterion function is well modeled as a 
quadratic function with respect to the motion vector offsets. This locally 
quadratic functional model decomposes the motion estimation optimiza- 
tion at subpixel resolutions into a two-stage pipelinable processes: full- 
search at full-pixel resolution and interpolation at any subpixel resolution. 
Practical approximation formulas lead to the explicit computations of 
both motion vectors and error criterion functional values at subpixel 
resolutions. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Accurate motion estimation is essential to effective motion- 
compensated video signal processing, and subpixel resolutions are 
required for high quality applications. 
For the convenience of presentation, the present object is assumed 
to be an M x AT macroblock, the search window is assumed to be an 
X -  x Y rectangular region, and the error criterion is the sum of the 
squares of pixel differentials. The principles and algorithms apply 
equally well to other object models, other search window shapes, 
and other matching criteria. 
The motion estimation is described as an optimization problem 
- P[” + 2 + w z ] [ n  + y + 7u,]12 
where the interpolated reference window P ,  IS defined as 
P[m + z + w,][n + y + tuy] 
= wz x w y  x P[” + E][. + y] 
+ (1 - w,) x wy x P[” + z + l][n + y] 
+ w, x (1 - w y )  x P[” + z][n + y + 11 
+ (1  - w,) x (1 - w,) x P[” + z + l][n + y + I ] .  
Optimization of this motion estimation at subpixel resolutions of 
Cri, , W, (representing the number of subpixel levels) requires com- 
putaaons of 
M x 1v x ( X  - 1w + 1) x (Y ~ nr + 1) 
x W, x W, subtractions 
M X N X ( X - A & + ~ ) X ( Y - N + ~ )  
x W, x W, multiplications 
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